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Theology feature:  Strengthening public education storytelling and awareness at 

both humanity and philosophical aspect 

 

Integrated Society Law for Muslim (ISLAM) 

Islam word is a Theoculture pronoun with imperative monotheistic religion teaching that 

there is only one God and that holy Koran is the official theology manuscript of God. 

However, currently from 19th century community of civic territorial groups who was a 

member of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and right now are the 

members of the United Nations (UN)are for those made irresponsible faith views 

expansion throughout the world by misquoting and copying the Arabic version holy 

Koran manuscript nouns and storytelling’s. 

 

None-Islam Community Appearance; 

 

 Whereas the communities have come up any disagreement aimed principles in 

which are against the holy Koran chapterized articles who is the basic human 

being lifelong rule of law by any means the result is to be that they are not 

allowed to proclaim the Islamic religion by modality accord. 

 

 Whereas one or two of the United or integrated communities permitted as Islam 

or religious society have come up irresponsible matters against the only God for 

the Earth who created them as well such as describing that he has a family 

persons including children and wife they must be aware of that they will no longer 

allowed to be faithful people wherever it happen by the whole seven livelihoods 

in which are mentioned the Fourkhan holy Koran script. 

 

 Whereas Everybody/nation is under obligation to secure God’ theology policy 

adages through the Fourkhan holy Koran manuscript only without quoting any of 

his prophets saying’s listed in his own legal holy theology manuscript and has the 

right to keep away from such intergovernmental organizations like the current 

main one better known as the United Nations (UN) when they have come up any 

plans same with the two above cited regulation. 

 



 Whereas according to God’s Fourkhan holy Koran manuscript, when the time 

has come out all communities should be divided into two wings only, Islam and 

Non-Islam society if not everybody/Nation has his own rights to know that God 

instated Preacher Daud Abdi Daud from Somalia country an UN member state 

located Horn of African region. It should be asked what about on his mind and 

the “Theoculture” awareness roadmap ahead  in which you are supposed to 

witness as informative and educative manner before your death. As far as you 

lost to know prophet Issa whereabouts though part of you better known as Jesus 

Christ on July 2015. Informative you have the right to know his physical 

appearance though most you people hear about the news reports towards him in 

which comes from the United Kingdom (UK) when God sent to you people living 

together and United to heal one God through UNEP system but illegally aimed at 

him to see by means of knowledge procedure. 

 

 

Preacher Sayed Daud calls everybody to join the fight for theology views freedom by 

making a contribution every timeframe. Your respective ideas and storytelling is 

imperative one with oversize hope in a changing the society in which can make a 

difference. 

For more details and interviews you can be reached Master Rev. Sayed Daud on 

+252616349997/Email: daauud27@gmail.com  
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